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ABSTRACT 
Most recent research show that the role of the modern controller has changed from the               

traditional bean counter towards a business partner role. However, all literature does not             

agree with this notion, claiming that the controller is still more of a bean counter. Further,                

what it actually means to be a business partner also differs between researchers. The role               

change has also brought several new challenges for the controller. The purpose of this study               

is to examine what it means to be a controller at a consultancy company in the IT industry,                  

and what challenges and opportunities exist for business partnering. This is achieved using             

case study as the research design, including qualitative data from interviews of ten controllers              

of different seniority. The findings are analyzed through a theoretical framework consisting            

of role theory combined with previous literature on the topic. The findings of the study show                

that the role of the controller at the case company shared more similarities with the traditional                

description of a bean counter than a business partner. While more elements of business              

partnering started to appear as seniority increases, the controllers still felt like they were              

doing too much bean counting activities. However, some opportunities for business           

partnering were still found at the company. The study suggests four major challenges             

contributing to role issues and hindering the controllers from becoming business partners.            

The four challenges are related to (1) lack of adaptation to new technology, (2) a centralized                

organizational structure, (3) the interplay between financial and business departments, and (4)            

accountability issues. 

 

Keywords: Bean counter, Business partner, Case study, Controller, Role development, Role           

theory 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter starts with a presentation of the background of the topic on how the role of the                  

controller has developed. Followingly, issues with the new role are problematized in the             

problem statement section. Building on the problematization, the chapter finishes by stating            

the purpose of the study as well as the research question that is sought to be answered. 

1.1 Background 

The role of the controller is undergoing a significant change in today’s businesses. Recent              

literature describes the undergoing change of the role in several ways (Burns &             

Baldvinsdottir 2007; Byrne & Pierce 2007; Kaplan & Waelter 2017; Paulsson 2012). For             

decades the controller has been characterized as a “bean counter” with the main objective to               

create financial information for the organization (Paulsson 2012). The bean counter primarily            

analyzes what has happened in the past which makes them backward-looking individuals.            

However, other research has shown that the role of the controller has moved passed being a                

bean counter and now has greater responsibility and a more variety of tasks than before,               

instead characterizing them as “business partners” (Graham, Davey‐Evans & Toon 2012;           

Goretzki, Strauss & Weber 2013). Graham, Davey‐Evans and Toon (2012) find that the role              

of the controller is moving towards a value-adding business partner from the traditional bean              

counting score-keeper. As a business partner the controller is expected to participate in             

managerial decision-making processes, be forward-looking in their analyses, and master soft           

skills such as communication and mediation (Byrne & Pierce 2007; Järvenpää 2001; Paulsson             

2012). 

 

Several researchers have tried to define the reason behind this role change, where it is clear                

that there are various factors affecting this development (Burns & Baldvinsdottir 2007;            

Graham, Davey‐Evans & Toon 2012; Granlund & Lukka 1997; Järvenpää 2001). A factor             

that is often and commonly discussed among the researchers is the implementation of better              

technology. With better technology comes better reporting systems which facilitates the           

controller’s daily work and allows for more interaction with managers in the business.             
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According to Graham, Davey‐Evans and Toon (2012), today’s reporting systems do not            

demand as much administrative work as before, and the controller can instead focus on doing               

analyses and value-creation for the organization. Another, yet important, factor for the role             

change is that accounting functions tend to be more decentralized in today’s businesses than              

before, which facilitates the controller’s interaction with the business. There has also            

occurred a paradigm shift in organization culture that strives towards continuous           

improvement, focusing on value-creation. The decentralized accounting functions combined         

with the paradigm shift in organization culture, gives the controller a sense of “freedom under               

responsibility”, and allows them to be more involved with the business (Järvenpää 2001).             

Further, Byrne and Pierce (2007) claim that today’s controller also has an increased desire to               

interact with business managers in order to expand their knowledge of the actions behind              

financial numbers. 

 

The general view of the controller in organizations is that they are a ‘support function’ with a                 

goal to provide the business with financial information and analyses together with some form              

of value creation (Byrne & Pierce 2018, Graham, Davey‐Evans & Toon 2012). This would              

indicate that the controller role is still inclined towards the one of a bean counter as described                 

by Paulson (2012), even though they are supposed to be business partners (Graham,             

Davey‐Evans & Toon 2012; Goretzki, Strauss & Weber 2013). It is however argued by Quinn               

(2014) that the term business partner  is too ambiguous, causing uncertainty about the             

meaning of the role.  

1.2 Problem statement 

Described in Quinn’s (2014) article, it is not clear what being a business partner means in                

practice mainly due to the various descriptions of the term by researchers. Whereas a majority               

of researchers describe being a business partner as being actively involved in            

decision-making processes (Byrne & Pierce 2007; Graham, Davey‐Evans & Toon 2012;           

Goretzki, Strauss & Weber 2013; Järvenpää 2001; Paulsson 2012), Quinn (2014) claims that             

being a business partner rather is being more interactive with the business, like a relationship.               

The business partner role could therefore be seen as a right-hand to the business, who does                

not solely provide financial insight for decision-making but also supports the business in their              
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daily tasks (Quinn 2014). According to Quinn (2014), controllers with a business partner role              

should be a part of the business team rather than be considered as an external support                

function. 

 

Byrne and Pierce (2018) notice the development of the role of controllers and the lack of                

research in the area. Some studies (Ahrens 1997; Caglio 2003; Vaivio 2004) find that the               

controller plays a large role in the management decision-making process. On the contrary,             

other studies (Chenhall & Langfield-Smith 1998; Johnston, Brignall & Fitzgerald 2002;           

Pierce & O’Dea 2003) show that the controller does not participate enough or does not satisfy                

the expectations from the parties whom they support. Also noted by Byrne and Pierce (2007),               

the role of the controller is changing rapidly and there is a need to build a more                 

comprehensive picture of the current role of the controller. 

 

As the controller continues to integrate with the business, the expectations from different             

actors within the organization also change (Byrne & Pierce 2007; Byrne & Pierce 2018;              

Graham, Davey‐Evans & Toon 2012). Different managers may have different expectations           

from the controllers, or even different interpretations of what the current role of the controller               

is. This is an issue for the controller since it does not only cause confusion among the                 

business but can also make the controller uncertain of what its role is and the expectations of                 

it. Due to the different definitions of what it means to be a business partner, the purpose of the                   

role can be unclear and cause role ambiguities (Byrne & Pierce 2018). 

 

In a report by CIMA (2010), it is stated that the controller role as a business partner has                  

different meaning in different businesses, and that there is not yet any best practices. It is                

suggested that for business partners in mature markets it is enough to provide tactical support,               

while in more dynamic business environments the strategic involvement becomes more           

important. Several descriptions of the role as a business partner are provided, where for              

example business partners at some organizations support the business by ensuring that the             

correct systems are used. In other companies, the business partner mainly provides tactical             

support to the business line in the form of financial planning and analysis services. The “true”                

business partners are considered to be those that have dropped the production of financial              

information and instead focus on promoting knowledge from the finance function to be used              
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in decision-making (CIMA 2010). The controller could therefore not be a “true” business             

partner, since they have a financial responsibility (Baier 2014; Quinn 2014). Further, previous             

research shows that the controller-business relationship is somewhat affected by the size of a              

company. Controllers who work in a subsidiary of a larger company tend to see themselves as                

more control-oriented, and controllers working in independent firms see themselves as more            

business-oriented (Byrne & Pierce 2007). 

 

In an argumentative text by Baier (2014), he claims that the controller must truly break out of                 

the bean counter chains in order to possibly pursue the true goals of a business partner. If the                  

controller gets more involved in decision-making processes, they would be considered           

strategic business partners (Baier 2014). This can however lead to the business pushing the              

controller to prioritize operating tasks and disregard their financial responsibility (Byrne &            

Pierce 2018).  

 

The business environment of today is becoming more dynamic than ever, and a larger share               

of businesses operate in the service sector than the goods sector compared to previous              

decades (World Bank Group 2018). According to Colton (2001), identifying the true value of              

a service is more difficult than a product. This would indicate that the controller’s work in                

companies within the service industry is more complex which can be an issue when trying to                

balance its financial responsibilities while also being a strategic, value-creating business           

partner. In a report by Stanton and Sandwell (2008), they show that it is getting increasingly                

important for controllers within complex industries, to provide their business with relevant            

information and support. It is however difficult for the controller to know what is and what is                 

not relevant information (Stanton & Sandwell 2008), which could make it harder for the              

controller to add value. As established, a dynamic industry such as IT calls for more strategic                

involvement by controllers (CIMA 2010). Therefore, the role of the controller could be             

especially interesting to study in a consultancy firm operating in the IT industry. 

 

The recent trend in the literature on the role of the controller seems to be that it has evolved,                   

and is still evolving, into more of a business partner role. However, all researchers do not                

agree on this, as some still maintain the notion that the controller is more of a bean counter.                  

Furthermore, while the term business partner is widely used in the literature it is not clear                
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from previous research what the term actually means in practice, as the implications of the               

term seem to differ between companies. As a consequence of the ambiguities of the controller               

role as a business partner, different challenges such as role conflicts and misunderstandings             

arise that complicates business partnering. With a lack of deep understanding of the meaning              

of the controller as a business partner and its consequences for the organization, a need for                

further research on the topic is needed. As stated, the controller role as a business partner has                 

different meanings in different industries, and it could be more complex at a company in the                

IT industry. Therefore a consultancy company in the IT industry has been chosen as the               

research object for this case study, named Netvisory . 1

1.3 Purpose and research questions 

The purpose of the study is to identify what it means to be a controller at a consultancy                  

company in the IT industry. Additionally, the study aims to discover the opportunities and              

challenges for business partnering. Based on the purpose of the study, the following research              

question has been formulated. 

 

● What does it mean to be a controller at Netvisory?  

● What are the opportunities and challenges for business partnering as a controller? 

 

  

1 Netvisory is a pseudonym for an actual company, created in order to keep the research                
object anonymous. 
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical framework that will act as a lens throughout the study.               

First, the chapter introduces Role Theory which will be the central theme throughout             

analyzing the findings. Secondly, previous literature about the different views of the controller             

role as a business partner is presented. This is followed by the third section that covers                

literature discussing the opportunities and challenges that have arisen with the new role.             

Lastly, section 2.4 summarizes the literature review and connects it with Role theory. 

2.1 Role theory 

Role theory is not one theory. Rather, it is a set of concepts and theories that outline the                  

foundation of social science in general. Thereby, the area of application is wide, and the               

theory can be described in various ways. Martin and Wilson (2005, p. 653) refer to role                

theory as “an expansive and variegated body of analyses examining the linkages between             

social organization, culture, and the performances that humans give while engaged in            

interaction”. Biddle (1986, p. 67) describes role theory as “It explains roles by presuming that               

persons are members of  social positions and hold  expectations for their own behaviors and              

those of other persons”. Next, relevant sub theories of role theory that will facilitate the               

understanding of the ambiguous development of the controller role, as well as the             

complications that come with it. 

 

If others hold expectations of a person’s behavior that are distinct and incompatible, the              

person will be exposed to conflicting pressures, suffer from stress and must cope with              

adopting to some sort of behavior. This problem is referred to as a  role conflict , which is                 

defined by Biddle (1986, p. 82) as “the concurrent appearance of two or more incompatible               

expectations for the behavior of a person”. When contradictory messages about the expected             

behavior of a person are perceived, it may affect both the well-being and performance of that                

person (Jamal 1984).  In contrast to  role conflict , where the expectations might be clear but               

conflicting,  role ambiguity refers to a problem where the expected behavior is unclear             

(House, Schuler & Levanoni 1983). Either the expected behavior might not have been             
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communicated at all or they might not have been communicated clear enough, possibly             

causing the person to not know what he or she should be doing. If a person fulfills multiple                  

different roles at a time, but lacks the resources to perform them,  role overload is present                

(Rizzo, House & Lirtzman 1970). Resources can be either the availability of time, physical              

resources, or personal capability of the person. 

2.2 The role of the controller 

Almost four decades ago, the traditional role of the controller was described to consist of two                

main responsibilities (Sathe 1983). The first one is the management-service responsibility,           

which refers to helping the management team in decision-making. The second responsibility            

is referred to as financial reporting and internal control, consisting of ensuring accuracy of the               

financial information and that the internal control practices conform to the corporate policy             

and procedures. These two responsibilities are argued to be contradictory, questioning           

whether the role of a “policeman” (the second responsibility) is compatible with being an              

active participant in helping management with decisions. Controller involvement and          

controller independence is generally thought of as being mutually exclusive, meaning that            

performing well in either hinders performance in the other (Sathe 1983). 

 

As previously established, the controller has mainly been seen as a producer of financial              

information, i.e. a so-called bean counter. However, the role of the controller has changed              

into a broader role that now includes participating in essential decision-making processes,            

making them business partners (Paulsson 2012). The controller today is more participative            

with the business and has a broader focus on information that is not solely financial. Where                

the bean counter role was mostly backward-looking, analyzing ‘what has happened’, the            

business partner role is instead focusing on the present and the future, analyzing ‘how can we                

improve our result’. It is not expected from the bean counter to have knowledge of the                

business and its operations, and should only produce financial reports, whereas it is crucial              

for the business partner to have insight in the business and also, besides producing financial               

reports, actively participate in decision-making processes (Paulsson 2012). 
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In his study, Paulsson (2012) claims that the business partner role of a controller requires a                

certain set of skills in order to be successful. Every controller needs to have hard skills, such                 

as accounting knowledge and being able to analyze financial reports, and also a set of soft                

skills, e.g. communication, cooperation, and interpersonal skills, that helps them interact with            

the business. Since participating in decision-making processes is one of the key activities for              

a business partner, soft skills have become increasingly important for the role of the              

controller, in relation to hard skills (Järvenpää 2001). However, controllers must be able to              

understand the business and the events behind financial numbers in order to truly manage              

their daily work and be a strategic, forward-looking business partner (Järvenpää 2001). 

 

The role development of the controller has been discussed by several researchers (Burns &              

Baldvinsdottir 2007; Graham, Davey‐Evans & Toon 2012; Järvenpää 2001), all of whom try             

to define the reasons behind this change. According to Burns and Baldvinsdottir (2007), the              

role of the controller has gone through change because of the globalization and the              

implementation of better technology that facilitates the daily work of the controller. Järvenpää             

(2001) claims that it is an effect of organizations decentralizing their accounting functions to              

enhance the controller’s business interaction, and a paradigm shift in organization culture that             

strives towards continuous improvement, with a focus on more value-adding activities.           

According to Granlund and Lukka (1997), people within the same culture tend to adapt to               

each other in order to not differ from the larger group. This would indicate that controllers in                 

a culture that strives towards continuous improvement will eventually conduct their work in a              

similar way, executing the role development over time.  

 

Järvenpää (2001) aligns his position with Burns and Baldvinsdottir (2007), also believing that             

technology has made the controller role change possible with the development of better             

reporting systems. With technological development, the controller does not have to spend as             

much time on transactional routine work and can instead focus its time on analyzing and               

creating value for the company (Graham, Davey‐Evans & Toon 2012). Another important            

factor for the role development is experience. The controller role is described to develop as               

their career progresses, essentially going from a bean counter to a business partner over time               

(Weber & Schäffer 2013). 
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The majority of research seems to have the opinion that the new role of the controller goes                 

beyond the traditional view of being a number-crunching accountant and is instead a support              

role that has the responsibility of managing financial numbers for the business (Byrne &              

Pierce 2007). The controller is expected to create and add value for the business and is a                 

communicator of financial numbers. With their analyses and information regarding financial           

impact on organizational actions, the controller assists decision makers to make the right             

decisions that are in line with the company’s overall goals (Graham, Davey‐Evans & Toon              

2012). Further, the controller of today does not solely communicate financial information,            

e.g. monthly result, but also operational and strategic information that creates value for the              

business (Graham, Davey‐Evans & Toon 2012). It is however of great importance that the              

controller communicates the information understandably in order for the business to interpret            

the message adequately (Granlund & Lukka 1997). This is also confirmed by Weber (2011)              

who mentions that one of the controller’s requirements is to know the individual             

characteristics of the manager they work with, and how different managers prefer to perceive              

information that is communicated to them. 

 

Since the controller today acts more as a business partner than a sole producer of financial                

reports, managers are expecting the controller to function as a ‘service role’ for the business               

(Byrne & Pierce 2007). As a business partner, the controller is not only expected to               

participate in decision-making but to be a support to other coworkers in the organization.              

However, the ‘support role’ is considered ambiguous by controllers as opposed to            

bookkeeping which has clearly defined responsibilities of what is expected and what should             

be done. The expectations of service quality from the controller tend to differ among              

managers. They are expected to analyze financial numbers and assist in decision-making            

(Byrne & Pierce 2018; Graham, Davey‐Evans & Toon 2012). In contrast to mainly being a               

financial support to the business, other researchers (Baier 2014) suggest that the controller is              

instead a partner to the business. 

 

According to Henttu-Aho (2015), the role of the controller is a combination of different              

variables associated with control and partnership. Hartmann and Maas (2011), however,           

suggest that the controller role can depend on the control system used. An enabling control               

system leads to the controller becoming a business partner, which is in line with              
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Henttu-Aho’s (2015) findings, but with a tight control system the controller is identified as an               

organization’s in-house auditor (Hartmann & Maas 2011). Henttu-Aho (2015) argues that the            

controller is analytical, processes accounting information, and aims to correct the           

organization’s financials. With the controller being more participated in the operations of the             

organization, and especially the managers’ financial processes, they possess both financial           

and operating information which can be used to further challenge managers’ decision-making            

(Henttu-Aho 2015). The increased interaction between managers and controllers provides          

more transparent information, which helps deal with individual-level accountability issues. 

 

In a report conducted for Deloitte by Kaplan and Waelter (2017), it is also found that despite                 

the controller moving towards a business partner, they still do a lot of traditional bean               

counting tasks. According to Kaplan and Waelter (2017), controllers spend between 70 to 80              

percent of their time performing bean counting tasks, such as producing financial            

information, and the remaining part working as a strategist, i.e. business partner. Their results              

show that the controller does not have enough time to focus on achieving the skill set needed                 

to be a successful business partner while still maintaining their financial responsibility.            

Kaplan and Waelter (2017) describe that controllers are bound to their traditional tasks, which              

prevents them from participating in the business’s decision-making processes and adding           

value to the organization.  

 

Similarly, Graham, Davey-Evans and Toon (2012) claim that the role of the controller has not               

fully achieved the status of a business partner. Instead, their findings show that the controller               

is still a bean counter but has developed into a role that now also contains tasks similar to a                   

business partner. According to Graham, Davey-Evans and Toon (2012), this has led to an              

increase in the controller’s workload since they have to both handle their financial             

responsibility while also adding value to the business. Due to time constraints, the controller              

has not successfully embraced their supposedly new role as a business partner since they              

must first ensure their financial responsibilities. 
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2.3 Opportunities and challenges for business partnering 

In a study by Henning and Moseley (1970), 25 companies were interviewed regarding their              

perception of the controller’s authority level. Their findings show that a controller generally             

has a higher authority level than the average middle manager. When comparing the two,              

Henning and Moseley (1970) claim that in 20 percent of decision topics, a controller has the                

sole authority to make the decision whereas a middle manager has none. However, in              

situations where the controller and the middle manager are in a group together with a superior                

of any kind, the authority of the controller is drastically reduced (Henning & Moseley 1970).               

It could therefore be argued that the controller’s situation is to primarily influence             

decision-making processes where one or more superiors are included. A middle manager            

would therefore not be forced to do what the controller says, simply by communicating              

directly with a superior instead. 

 

Due to the higher degree of cooperation between business managers and controllers today,             

they get more involved in each other's work (Henttu-Aho 2015). This change in the authority               

level of the controller-manager relationship indicates that the individuals involved are put in a              

situation they are not used to. Controllers and managers must leave their comfort zone and               

change their mindset due to the altered work situation and instead adapt to it. Henttu-Aho’s               

(2015) findings show that conflicts between the controller and the manager can occur. The              

controller’s inability to foresee and estimate future client profits without any input from the              

business causes frustration and dissatisfaction among managers. A way to mitigate this issue             

is for the controller to have monthly reviews with the manager, which would give the               

controller a more holistic view of the business, detailed financial information, and facilitate             

forward-looking analysis. However, these reviews do take time from the managers daily work             

which could frustrate them even more (Henttu-Aho 2015). 

 

According to Byrne and Pierce (2007), controllers do lack involvement in business processes             

in relation to the new role as a business partner and what is expected from managers in the                  

organization. Managers in the business expect controllers to have great understanding of their             

processes, to be flexible, and have a broader information focus that goes beyond bookkeeping              
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and financial numbers. However, studies have found the opposite, that a weak relationship             

and communication activity between a controller and the business can contribute to poorly             

executed cost management (Byrne & Pierce 2007). 

 

A recent study has touched upon the subject of role ambiguities and conflicts that comes with                

the controller’s new role as a business partner (Byrne & Pierce 2018). According to Byrne               

and Pierce (2018), different managers in the organization may have different interpretations            

of what the controller’s purpose is, and this can in turn make the controller uncertain of its                 

role as well. These different views of the controller’s function in the organization have further               

created ambiguity and uncertainty regarding what their role truly is (Byrne & Pierce 2018).              

The ambiguity of the business partner role is something that can create dissatisfaction among              

managers and increase the stress of controllers as they does not fulfill the expected role as                

being more than just a bookkeeper (Byrne & Pierce 2007). 

 

According to Baier (2014), to reduce being seen as a support function the controller must get                

increased trust from the business which would enable them to get more involved in              

decision-making and make them a more forward-looking, strategic business partner.          

However, once the controller is being considered a partner by the business, there lies the risk                

of managers further increasing their expectations of the controller (Byrne & Pierce 2018).             

Some managers may expect the controller to prioritize working with their operations and             

supporting them, thus discarding the controller’s financial reporting responsibilities. 

2.4 Summary of theoretical framework 

The development of the controller role has gone from the traditional bean counter to the               

modern business partner as described by several researchers (Burns & Baldvinsdottir 2007;            

Graham, Davey‐Evans & Toon 2012; Hartmann & Maas 2011; Henttu-Aho 2015; Järvenpää            

2001; Paulsson 2012; Weber 2011; Weber & Schäffer 2013). According to prior literature, the              

controller should not only fulfill its financial responsibility but is also expected create value              

for the business and to participate in their decision-making processes. It is more important for               

the controller today to focus on soft skills instead of analytical skills, since a major part of                 

their work is to communicate with the business (Granlund & Lukka 1997; Järvenpää 2001;              
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Weber 2011). However, with the role development some role issues arise. This study focuses              

on three, namely  role conflict ,  role ambiguity , and  role overload (Biddle 1986; House,             

Schuler & Levanoni 1983; Rizzo, House & Lirtzman 1970). The theoretical framework has             

highlighted several articles that discusses the change of the controller role and different             

implications that seem to follow.  

 

A problem with the controller’s new role as a business partner is the different expectations               

from various parties (Byrne & Pierce 2007, 2018; Henttu-Aho 2015; Sathe 1983). As stated              

in role theory, different expectations of a person’s behavior cause role conflict and therefore,              

the controller should be affected of this role issue (Biddle 1986). The business expects the               

controller to have far more knowledge of their operations than the controller actually has,              

causing role conflicts and frustration among the business (Byrne & Pierce 2007; Henttu-Aho             

2015). Similarly, Byrne and Pierce (2018) mention that when the controller is considered a              

partner by the business, they might further be pushed by the business to work with their                

operations, causing the controller to give up on its financial responsibility. Sathe (1983)             

instead, discusses that the two controller responsibilities, business participative and financial           

reporting, are two opposites that cannot exist simultaneously. Here, the role conflict is visible              

by previous studies stating that the controller role has developed into a business partner,              

however the role is still bound by its financial responsibility meaning that different             

expectations on the new role would occur. 

 

The new role of the controller differs from the previous one. Byrne and Pierce (2018) state                

that being a business partner is more diffuse and vaguer compared to a bean counter which                

has clear work descriptions, such as bookkeeping and financial reporting. The controller does             

not know what is expected from them, what their authority level is, and business managers               

tend to have different expectations of the controller’s support quality (Byrne & Pierce 2007,              

2018; Graham, Davey-Evans & Toon 2012; Henning & Moseley 1970). This makes the             

controller uncertain of its role, causing role ambiguity in the sense that the expected behavior               

of the controller is unclear (House, Schuler & Levanoni 1983). 

 

With the change of the controller role, the variety of tasks have widened causing the               

controller to experience an increase in workload. Role theory describes this as role overload,              
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essentially fulfilling several roles at once with the same amount of resources, e.g. time, as 

before (Rizzo, House & Lirtzman 1970). In this case, the role overload is present as the 

controller conducts business partner tasks while still fulfilling its financial responsibility. 

Research shows that time limits the controller to be a successful business partner since they 

are still bound to their traditional tasks, and therefore cannot participate in the business or add 

the desired amount of value (Kaplan & Waelter 2017). The controller is seen by some as a 

bean counter with added business partner tasks (Graham, Davey-Evans and Toon 2012). In 

line with Kaplan and Waelter (2017), Graham, Davey-Evans and Toon (2012) argue that the 

controller has not succeeded in becoming a business partner due to time constraints and the 

financial responsibility. Instead, this has only increased their workload which in turn adds to 

role overload. 

 

Table 1 presents the four areas discussed throughout the theoretical framework (role 

development, conflict, issue, overload) and connects the research to its author. 

 

TABLE 1 : Summary of theoretical framework  

 

Role development Role conflict Role ambiguity Role overload 

Burns & Baldvinsdottir 

2007; Graham, 

Davey‐Evans & Toon 

2012; Granlund & 

Lukka 1997; Hartmann 

& Maas 2011; Henttu-

Aho 2015; Järvenpää 

2001; Paulsson 2012; 

Weber 2011; Weber & 

Schäffer 2013 

Byrne & Pierce 

2007, 2018; Henttu-

Aho 2015; Sathe 

1983 

Byrne & Pierce 

2007, 2018; 

Graham, Davey-

Evans & Toon 

2012; Henning & 

Moseley 1970 

Graham, Davey-

Evans and Toon 

2012; Kaplan & 

Waelter 2017 

 

 



 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The method chapter discusses the approach that was used in conducting the study and              

achieving its purpose. It describes the reasoning behind the choices of research method, case              

company, data collection and data analysis method. Further, a discussion of ethics and the              

limitations of the chosen method is included in the chapter. 

3.1 Research method  

The purpose of the study was to identify what it meant to be a controller at an IT consultancy                   

company. Further, this study also aimed to discover the opportunities and challenges for             

business partnering as a controller. In order to increase the understanding of the controller              

role, controllers at the chosen case company were interviewed. 

 

Considering the purpose of the study, the research question was most feasibly answered by              

gathering qualitative data, such as words rather than numbers. Generally, qualitative data            

allow for more in-depth answers (Bryman & Bell 2011) which would facilitate getting a              

deeper understanding of the controller’s new role. Since the study aimed to capture the              

controllers’ subjective view and perception of what it meant to be a controller, interviews              

with ten controllers of different seniority at Netvisory have been performed. 

 

The authors were given access to interview a majority of the employees at Netvisory’s              

finance department. This access opened up for the opportunity to conduct a case study at the                

company, allowing the authors to gain a broad and deep understanding of the role of the                

controller at the company. Without the access, this would have been difficult to gain              

otherwise. Furthermore, a case study compared to other research methods increases the            

chance of discovering deeper and unique insights, as well as gaining a richer picture of the                

context (Bryman & Bell 2011). 

 

Before conducting the interviews, the researchers had a broad idea of some issues that              

followed the role of the controller as a business partner, whereby a broad overview of the                
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topic was established in the literature review. Since the research departed from literature             

containing some preconceived notions about the role of the controller before gathering data,             

there is a deductive element to the study (Bryman & Bell 2011). However, since not a lot was                  

known about the situation at the case object, and the researchers wanted to emphasize the               

uniqueness of the situation at the case company, the interview questions and theoretical             

chapter was continuously updated based on the findings after each set of interviews. By              

gathering data, to some extent, independently from previous research and generating theory            

around the findings, the study also contains an inductive element (ibid.). For instance, it was               

found that the controllers at Netvisory were not as much business partners as previous              

literature had established. This made some literature about business partner-specific issues           

irrelevant and made the authors switch focus to discover why this might be the case at                

Netvisory. By encountering the unique context that was found at Netvisory, the study sought              

to, through reasoning, find the best possible alternative to explain the situation. This type of               

research approach is referred to as the abductive approach (ibid.). 

 

The study was structured around the interpretation of human behavior and perceptions, for             

instance by interviewing people and valuing their subjective viewpoints. This was done in             

order to gain an understanding of the social context and phenomenon, as opposed to trying to                

quantify and explain it. Therefore, the epistemological position of interpretivism naturally           

followed. Furthermore, the focus was on the interviewees’ stories of what the role meant to               

them at the case company in order to understand it. This implies that the authors did not                 

assume that the social phenomenon, the role, existed objectively and independent of the             

social actors. Instead, the authors observed the role as something that was created through              

social interactions and that is under constant state of revision. As such, the ontological              

standpoint of the study was constructionism (Bryman & Bell 2011). 

3.2 Case 

As established in the problem statement, there are several reasons making a service company              

in the IT industry an interesting choice to study. In short, controllers working at companies in                

the service sector might have a harder time adding value to the company, since tasks related                

to interpreting, valuing and measuring a service may be more complex than doing that for a                
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product. Furthermore, dynamic industries may require more strategic involvement by the           

controllers than mature industries (CIMA 2010). As such, a deep investigation of the role of               

the controller at an IT consultancy firm became intriguing to the authors. 

 

Netvisory was chosen as the research object thanks to one of the author’s previous              

connections which allowed for the access. The research object was a North American             

multinational IT consultancy firm, with just over three thousand employees in Sweden. Of             

the three thousand employees about forty worked within the finance department, where            

approximately thirty worked as controllers. At Netvisory, a finance director stated that they             

see their controllers as business partners. A first meeting was arranged with two finance              

directors at Netvisory to discuss the possibility of achieving the study’s purpose as well as               

coming up with a subject that would be both theoretically and practically interesting, and              

feasible with the organization as a research object. Some limitations and directions were             

given by the directors in form of what type of questions that were okay to ask the interviewed                  

controllers, and to keep the organization anonymous. 

3.3 Data collection 

The data for this study has been collected in two ways. The primary data has been gathered                 

via interviews, and the secondary data has been found using different search engines online.              

A clearer description of the data collection process will be presented below. 

3.3.1 Primary data 

In order to capture all aspects of the person’s perceptions of the questions, including for               

example facial expressions, voice tonality and sub communication, face-to-face interviews          

were conducted to gather the data. To be able to ask follow-up questions, the interviews were                

conducted in a semi-structured format. This allowed the interviews to have some structure to              

keep the topic relevant, while it also allowed the interviewee to be able to focus on what they                  

found most important. The interviewees were encouraged to ramble on, or to speak whatever              

came up to their minds. Made in that fashion, the authors hoped to be able to emphasize the                  

interviewees subjective perception of the role, bringing forward what was relevant to them, as              

opposed to trying to fit their answers into preconceived notions about the current controller              
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situation. For the interview guide containing the questions, see Appendix 1. Further, the             

interviewees were not given the questions in beforehand to reduce the risk of fabricated              

answers. 

 

As discussed in the previous section, the researchers had previous connections to Netvisory,             

which enabled easy access. The access was seen as a benefit when conducting the interviews               

with controllers at Netvisory, since it felt easier to get the interviewees to open up and speak                 

their mind. Considering the nature of the questions, no reason to expect biased answers due to                

the relation was perceived to exist. The interviews were conducted only with controllers at              

Netvisory, since, as previously established, the study aimed to capture the controllers’            

subjective view and perception of what they believed it meant to be a controller today.               

However, controllers of different seniority and positions were interviewed to get some sort of              

different perspectives on the controller role. After eight interviews had been done, a form of               

saturation was achieved and some answers to the questions could be foreseen. However, two              

more were still conducted for good measure. All of the interviews lasted between 45 and 60                

minutes. 

 

When selecting interviewees, the authors had some criteria that had to be fulfilled in order to                

be suitable for the study. First, the person had to be a controller working at Netvisory’s                

finance department. Second, the time in the position had to be at least one year to get a                  

sufficiently representative picture of the role. This was based on discussion with the two              

finance directors who claimed that a new controller tended to have a good enough view of                

their role after one year. Third, controllers with different seniority level were interviewed             

(Unit controller, Region controller, or Country controller - see Figure 1 p. 20), to see whether                

their perspectives of the controller role differed. 

3.3.2 Secondary data 

After deciding upon the topic on which the authors wanted to proceed with, a literature               

review was conducted to get a grasp of the current state of the research within the area of the                   

topic. The articles were mainly found by searching in the online database of Uppsala              

University Library, as well as searching on Google Scholar and Google Search. The             

keywords used both individually and in combination with each other in the searches were:              
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controller, role, business partner, bean counter, role development, management accountant,          

change, ambiguity. After finding relevant literature, the reference lists of found articles were             

also scanned in order to find more articles related to the subject. 

3.4 Data analysis 

The study used interviews as its data collection method, where the data was recorded and               

transcribed. Since the transcriptions consisted of sentences reflecting the subjective          

worldviews of the interviewees which had to be interpreted, the analysis was concerned with              

hermeneutics. Jost and Willis (2007) highlights the importance of paying attention to the             

context in which sentences are said. A statement might have one meaning independently but              

have a totally different meaning in a specific context. This had to be considered when               

analyzing the data. After each interview, the answers combined built up a story about what it                

meant to be a controller at Netvisory. From this story, each sentence had a meaning specific                

to the context of that story, which helped the authors enrich their understanding of the               

meaning of the role. This type of analysis may be referred to as a narrative analysis (Lyons &                  

Kubler LaBoskey 2002). 

 

After the transcription of all interviews had been done, recurring similarities as well as              

differences among the answers were highlighted. Where the answers differed to a significant             

extent from each other, these were also highlighted. Furthermore, certain quotes from the             

interviewees that emphasized the essence of the interviewees key points or that captured their              

subjective feelings for a question were noted. After reading through all highlights and notes,              

an overview of the general picture of the interviewees’ perceptions was gained. Followingly,             

the data was presented to as a good extent as possible in a chronological order to the research                  

question. The first part of the empirical data section mostly contained data revolving around              

what it meant to be a controller at Netvisory and the second part about the challenges the                 

controllers faced in their role.  

 

As the empirical groundwork for the analysis had been laid out, the analysis section              

attempted to analyze the data both how it stands in relation to previous research, but also                

what unique findings that were found during the research process. The analysis section was              
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structured to as a large extent as possible chronologically to the literature review section,              

which had roughly the same order as the interview questions. As such, the analysis started by                

establishing what it meant to be a controller at Netvisory and what similarities and              

differences it has to previous research. Then the challenges experienced by the controllers at              

Netvisory were explained in light of previous literature. 

3.5 Ethical considerations 

While the process of this study did not call for any obvious ethical dilemmas, it was still                 

important to consider possible issues with the study. Diener and Crandall (1978) highlights             

four key areas where ethical principles in business research were relevant. Those regarded as              

relevant for this study were;  lack of informed consent  and invasion of privacy.  Before starting               

the interview, the interviewees were guaranteed anonymity, ensured that no sensitive or            

private questions would be asked, and that they did not have to answer certain questions if                

they did not wish to do so. To ensure that the interviewees felt that they had all the                  

information needed, they were given a thorough explanation about the purpose of the study              

and also offered to read and accept the transcribed interviews as well as the empirical               

findings before publishing. 

3.6 Method discussion and limitations of study 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Guba and Lincoln (1994) propose alternative measures for             

reliability, replicability and validity, with measures better suited for qualitative research,           

namely  trustworthiness and  authenticity . To achieve trustworthiness in qualitative research,          

the research must be credible, transferable, dependable and confirmable. To achieve           

authenticity the wider political impact of the research is considered. 

 

Since the study aimed to gather rich and detailed data about a few entities as opposed to                 

generalizing, the interviews were made semi-structured to enable follow-up questions,          

allowing the interviews to go deeper into each unique person’s view of reality. According to               

Guba and Lincoln (1994), gathering rich accounts of the details of a culture increases the               

transferability of the results from one context into another. Because the data in this paper               

consisted of interviews, the interviews had to be subjectively interpreted. This created a risk              
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of misinterpreting the interviewees’ view of their social reality, challenging the credibility of             

the paper. To try to get an as accurate interpretation of the interviewees’ reality, open               

questions were asked to allow the persons to freely communicate their view of reality. Also,               

when uncertainty about their answers occurred, the interviewees were asked to clarify what             

they meant. These guidelines also limited the interviewers subjective biases in interpreting            

the answers, which increased the confirmability of the research (Guba & Lincoln 1994). 

 

When selecting interviewees, the length of which the employees had worked in the company              

was taken into account. Since the role of the controller appears to be broad and, according to                 

some (Weber & Schäffer 2013), develop significantly over time, the time as a controller at the                

company would likely affect the answers obtained. If this would not have been considered,              

the risk of getting an incomplete or biased picture of the role as a controller at the company                  

would have increased. Gathering a representative number of different viewpoints in a social             

setting was important for fairness, which in turn improved the authenticity of the research              

(Guba & Lincoln 1994).  

 

Furthermore, a journal was kept by the authors where the relevant steps and difficulties in the                

research process were noted. For instance, after each interview, notes about the successes and              

failures were written down. Notes were also taken when listening to the interviews afterwards              

and transcribing them, in order to refine and improve upcoming interviews. Keeping records             

of the process increased dependability of the research (Guba & Lincoln 1994). While several              

steps have been taken to improve the quality of this paper, as explained, the chosen research                

method still had risks both in terms of trustworthiness and authenticity. 

 

Arguably, the most relevant issue to discuss in the context of case studies is external validity,                

or generalization, possibly outlining the biggest pitfall for case studies. Due to the nature of               

simply studying a single entity, in essence the company, generalizing the findings beyond the              

entity generally becomes problematic for a case study. Lee, Collier and Cullen (2007)             

suggests therefore that the main strength of a case study lies in  particularization and not               

generalization . In a similar fashion, Llewellyn and Northcott (2007) highlight the value of             

“the singular view”, arguing that the depth and level of detail from a case study might be                 

more useful than generalization and identifying common themes. As such, the aim of this              
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study was not to come to a general and objective conclusion, but rather to deeply analyze the                 

chosen case in order to generate unique insights that would not have been obtainable through,               

for instance, a cross-sectional design. 

 

Additionally, since the research design was not longitudinal it can only capture a snapshot of               

one moment in time. This has its limitations as people’s subjective impressions are not              

constant but change over time. Should the study have been done in the past or in the future,                  

the results would not necessarily have been the same, especially since the controller role is               

changing. Furthermore, because of the nature of a case study of this kind, replicating the               

study would be a challenge for several issues. Primarily, it would be hard to gain access to the                  

same interviewees since the authors had connections to the company prior to starting the              

research process. Even if access would be granted, there is a possibility that the interviewees               

have quit their employment at Netvisory. 
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4. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

This chapter summarizes the interviewed controllers’ answers, which are completed with 

quotes from the interviewees, enriching the statements. The chapter starts by introducing a 

background of the interviewees. Section 4.2 aims to capture what it means to be a controller 

at the company, while section 4.3 attempts to identify the opportunities and challenges for 

business partnering as a controller. 

4.1 The interviewees 

The interviewed controllers in this study will be called by their respective position and not 

title. This was done in order to secure the interviewees anonymity between each other. The 

different positions are Country controller, which is the highest in the hierarchy, followed by 

Region controller, and lastly Unit controller. Their work experience differed, ranging from 

one to eighteen years of working in the company. A summary of the ten interviewees is 

presented in Table 2 below, where each controller’s position, title, and time in the company is 

summarized together with an organization chart, Figure 1, showing an example of the 

hierarchy for Netvisory’s finance department. 

 

TABLE 2 : Presentation of the interviewed controllers 

 

Controller Position Years at Netvisory 

1 Unit controller 1,5 years 

2 Unit controller 1 year 

3 Unit controller 4 years 

4 Unit controller 2,5 years 

5 Unit controller 2,5 years 

6 Country controller 7 years 

7 Unit controller 2 years 

8 Region controller 18 years 

9 Region controller 5 years 

10 Unit controller 2 years 
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FIGURE 1: Organization chart for Netvisory’s Finance department 

4.2 The controller role at Netvisory 

All the interviews began with the interviewees explaining their expectations of the role as a 

controller prior to accepting the job offer. Several recurring similarities were found amongst 

the interviewees, where some of them were affected by the interviewees prior experience.  

The interviewees in the beginning of their career generally described their expectations as 

containing analytical and forward-looking tasks, being the expert of numbers, gaining 

responsibility fairly quickly, as well as working closely with the business. For instance, they 

expected spending a significant time on forecasting, interpreting financial performance, and 

assisting the business in making strategic decisions. Several interviewees mentioned that they 

wanted to move away from accounting to some extent, more towards a role with 

controllership focus.  

 

“It seemed like a combination of numbers and working closely with the business. I 

expected room for strategic business controllership work.” (Unit controller,   

2019-04-04) 

 

Country 
controller 

Region 
controller 

Unit 
controller 

Unit 
controller 

Region 
controller 

Unit 
controller 

Unit 
controller 

Region 
controller 

Unit 
controller 

Unit 
controller 



 

The controllers with managerial responsibilities had previous experience of the business           

controller role and were asked about their expectations of their current role as a more senior                

controller. A common theme amongst them was expectations of more workload due to an              

unstructured work environment. Prior to accepting their managerial role, they knew it            

included a set of challenges with larger impact on the company’s profits. Apart from the               

major challenges following their new roles, they also expected a significant shift towards             

spending more time working closely with the business and less time on transactional work.              

The expectations were to be more involved in strategic decision-making and advising the             

business in general, and less time on checks and balances. 

 

"[I had expectations] to go more towards the strategic, which is precisely the             

business partner part and to take more decisions. Less transactions and more            

decisions. To get more of that part was what I was looking forward to and it has                 

also met my expectations"  (Region controller, 2019-04-05) 

 

In general, the more junior controllers claimed that the expectations of their roles were mostly               

in line with the reality of the role, but differed in some areas. The common theme amongst                 

these controllers on their descriptions of their tasks was that the basic tasks such as closing                

the books, budgeting, and forecasting were similar to their expectations. However, the role             

included far more administrative work than expected, and was less focused around            

forward-looking analysis and business controllership. They agreed on the administrative tasks           

being boring, repetitive and time consuming, and that they would like to spend more time on                

analysis and forward-looking tasks. Some believed that they will spend less time on             

administrative work as the career develops. 

 

"One thing that was a disappointment is that it is quite a lot administrative work               

that comes up."  (Unit controller, 2019-02-14) 

 

"[...] when I feel like an administrative person I panic." (Unit controller,            

2019-02-14) 
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Furthermore, the tasks were described to be more accounting oriented than expected, and also              

much more focused around details rather than around the big picture. For instance, they spent               

more time manually checking and correcting reports, creating and posting journal entries, as             

well as invoicing and setting up projects. Some interviewees believed that this type of              

administrative focus was specific to Netvisory, as they had heard from peers at other              

companies with the same role being more future and analysis oriented. Another similarity             

between the interviewees’ comments were that they believed that their controller role is             

mostly backward-looking, with meetings focusing more around the past instead of looking at             

future business opportunities. 

 

“For example, those working as controllers at [companies in the retail industry].            

I feel that they are more business minded, mostly working with trends, analysis,             

pricing, dependent [...]. They are not doing bookings. No accounting at all or             

projects of that type. That is probably more typical for this company.” (Unit             

controller, 2019-04-03) 

 

“We talk basically only about reports. [...] and reports are often only            

backward-looking because that is what we can generate. [...] We have a culture             

that puts us back, and I believe that you do not notice it.” (Unit controller,               

2019-04-05) 

 

Some interviewees were positively surprised by the amount of interaction with the business             

that the role included, while others expected an even closer relationship with the business.  

 

“I absolutely did not expect this degree of interaction with others [the business],             

but rather more towards analysis.”  (Unit controller, 2019-02-14) 

 

The senior controllers generally experienced less administrative work as their careers           

progressed, but still spent a considerable amount of time with it. Because of their time spent                

as a controller at the company, their expectations versus reality gap seemed to be smaller               

compared to the newer controllers. As their roles expanded and the responsibilities increased,             
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their working days got more ad hoc and unstructured, which was in line with what they                

expected.  

 

“The foundational structure of my work is predetermined, very precise what to do             

and how to report it, but then other things suddenly appear which makes you go               

‘okay, today I was supposed to do this, but then that appeared instead’. [...] So I                

would say I usually have some perception of what to do one day, but it does not                 

always turn out that way.”  (Country controller, 2019-04-04) 

 

The interviewed controllers were asked to describe their role in form of daily work, how they                

usually distributed their time between different tasks, and if they experienced any            

development or change in their role since the beginning of their current position. When              

describing their daily work, everyone always referred to routine work such as the monthly              

closing of books, and that they spent most of their time on it. This part of their job was                   

essential for them and had to be completed before continuing with any other sort of tasks.                

Monthly closing was the interviewees primary area of responsibility in their controller role,             

and they spent a majority of their time with the closing process. Another important              

responsibility for the controllers was described to be interpreting and effectively           

communicating the financial information to the business. Every controllers’ work schedule           

followed the same rough structure, where they spent a certain number of weeks closing the               

books, certain amount of time forecasting and analyzing the result, and a certain amount of               

time with other ad hoc tasks. These ad hoc tasks could be almost anything, both high and low,                  

for instance answering questions from the business regarding strategic decisions, working in            

projects to improve the finance function, answer questions regarding a project’s profitability,            

or in some cases simply running a report for someone. Even though there were a wide variety                 

of tasks for the controllers, they did not seem to feel any ambiguity in their role. 

 

“Everything departs from the routine that has to be done, and then you build on               

top of it with building blocks that adds value beyond what you have to get done.”                

(Unit controller, 2019-02-14) 
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“It can be anything from being a party planner to teaching [the business] a lot,               

integration projects, updating the business intelligence system, then you get to do            

things you did not think a controller did.”  (Unit controller, 2019-04-03) 

 

The more senior controllers also followed the same monthly routine-based, four-week           

structure. During the closing process, the controllers with managerial responsibilities did not            

do any transactional work, such as journal entries. Instead, they tended, to some extent, to               

delegate more of the transactional work to the controllers in their group in order to be able to                  

spend more time with the business, answering their questions and being the tactical sounding              

board that the controller at Netvisory is aimed to be. Their monthly closing work consisted               

more of seeing that the financials were consistent and made sense, as opposed to being very                

detail oriented. 

 

“[...] a lot of my time and energy is spent delegating controllers whom are the               

knowledgeable ones, which unfortunately makes them have to put aside their           

business controlling, which is what I think we should be doing.” (Region            

controller, 2019-04-05) 

 

Everyone, both controllers early in their career and the more senior ones, said that they               

wanted to spend more time on business partnering, do value adding tasks such as interacting               

more with the business, make deeper analyses and be more forward-looking. However, they             

were still aware of their financial responsibility, i.e. monthly closing, but did believe that it               

would be reasonable to decrease the routine work to around 30 percent of their work in a                 

month. 

 

“If I could choose, I would want more strategic work than today [...]. We are still                

bound to the monthly closing and we will always be.” (Unit controller,            

2019-02-14) 

 

Regarding role development, the controllers generally experienced an increase in          

responsibilities as the career progressed. The first years consisted mainly of fully            

comprehending the basic tasks and the business. After a while, the controllers felt that they               
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could add more value to the business as a result of feeling more comfortable in their role.                 

However, while being able to add more value to the business, their capability of doing that                

was still limited by the routine-based and administrative tasks. The organization was based on              

a hierarchical career ladder, starting off as a junior controller, followed by controller, senior              

controller, and region controller with managerial responsibilities. The career advancement          

was based, apart from time, on the employee’s drive, engagement, and performance. The             

biggest role development was described to arise when reaching a senior controller role, and              

especially a managerial controller position. Then the possibility to delegate tasks increased in             

favor of adding value to the business.  

 

“I have now more contact with the business and am more of a sounding board.               

They call more often to check things because they know you are more involved              

now.”  (Region controller, 2019-04-05) 

 

To deal with the role successfully and to be an effective controller, the interviewees were               

asked about what characteristics that were deemed to be the most important. There seemed to               

be a consensus that the importance of analytical ability was secondary to soft skills such as                

the ability to build and maintain relationships and communicative skills. Analytical ability            

was said to be important, but more of a hygiene factor that had to be fulfilled in order to be                    

good at the job. Since the financial competence and personalities varied between persons in              

the business, patience was mentioned to be another key factor needed to be able to deal with                 

all the communication.  

 

“It is more important than you think [to be communicative], and not just know the               

numbers. You can create a lot of good analyses but if you cannot communicate              

them, no one will care. You must be able to mediate and present it in a way that                  

everyone understands” . (Unit controller, 2019-04-03) 

 

Furthermore, characteristics such as prioritization skills and flexibility were mentioned as           

important, especially among the more senior controllers. Being able to prioritize became            

paramount since the controllers are key players in an organization, being involved with many              
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different stakeholders with different interests in mind. Also, especially at a higher level, being              

flexible became important to be able to respond quickly to different ad hoc tasks that arise. 

 

“Being able to prioritize is very important and will be vital. Focusing on tasks              

that are urgent, instead of doing a great analysis while ignoring tasks with a tight               

deadline”  (Region controller, 2019-04-05) 

4.3 Opportunities and challenges for business partnering at Netvisory 

As illustrated in the previous sub-section, being a controller at Netvisory meant a lot of               

administrative and routine-based work that hindered the controllers from acting more like            

business partners. The interviewees brought up several issues regarding what kept them from             

providing more value to the business.  

 

When asked about the biggest challenges in their roles, the interviewees focused on             

somewhat different aspects, but there were also some recurring similarities. Most of them             

mentioned challenges related to various aspects of the interaction with the business. In order              

to effectively add value to the business, establishing trust appeared to be paramount, which              

entailed a challenge for many, especially the newer controllers. Also, because the financial             

knowledge of the people in the business varied to a large degree, being able to effectively                

communicate the financial information at different levels in order for everyone to grasp it was               

mentioned to be challenging for most. Furthermore, another challenge regarding the           

interaction with the business was to avoid being too reactive to emotions and staying rational.               

When a unit performs poorly, the individuals in the business might get upset and blame the                

finance department. Then it becomes important both not to take it personally but to stay calm,                

and also try to bring positivity in order to motivate them. 

 

“Being able to adapt to them, both by personality but also their level. That is               

probably the hardest part, how to communicate. [...] some want loads of details             

and understand, while others look completely lost and do not understand what            

you are showing.”  (Country controller, 2019-04-04) 
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Among the newer controllers, a big challenge in the beginning was to understand the actual               

business of Netvisory, as well as terminology, which was deemed to be complex in              

comparison to other industries. They found it hard to, for example, value a service or the                

implementation of a system, that was included in the company’s offerings. The more senior              

controllers’ challenges were mostly focused around managing time and political issues such            

as balancing interests of different stakeholders. Also, being higher up in the company             

increased the involvement of different stakeholders that depend on them, which brought            

additional challenges to the role. 

 

“A lot is just to understand the business, not only the controller role. You were               

busy [in beginning of the position] with what was immediately in front of you, you               

could not see the full picture in the beginning.”  (Unit controller, 2019-04-05) 

 

One main reason to the amount of administrative work that has to be done at Netvisory was                 

said to stem from the fact that the company is governed from their headquarters in North                

America. The controllers felt that they were heavily regulated by the regulatory framework             

Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), whose purpose is to sharpen the internal controls of financial             

reporting. This was said to cause more detailed and prolonged processes, including an             

increased amount of manual work. Furthermore, since the company is controlled from North             

America, they have the final call over what to do in the different national branches that                

Netvisory operates in. Therefore, sharp deadlines with short notice may occur, causing the             

controllers to have to drop what they are currently doing and prioritize the demands from the                

headquarters. 

 

“[...] we are working in a North American company with short deadlines, there is              

no mercy regarding that. If they send something out at 4pm with deadline 5pm,              

then 5pm it is, and not a minute after.”  (Region controller, 2019-04-05) 

 

It was described that the culture of the company’s residence to a large extent shaped the role                 

of the controller at Netvisory, resulting in a “classic North American, KPI-based company”. 
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“[...] we have a lot of statutory controls. We are regulated, and even though you               

might not notice in your daily work there are a lot of controls strongly affecting               

and shaping our work processes.”  (Unit controller, 2019-04-05) 

 

The controllers said that there were no accounting assistants or similar roles at the moment               

that could perform the more basic tasks instead of the controllers, making the controller role               

broader and taking time from performing value adding activities. Some controllers discussed            

the possibility of outsourcing some administrative work offshore, and one manager was            

considering employing new people to do it. These suggestions would enable the controllers to              

focus more on the business, which is what they should be doing, according to one of the                 

managers. 

 

“[...] I have to do error corrections much more than working proactively with the              

business. [...] I believe we either have to lift off a lot or revamp the model for our                  

work processes if I should be able to own my result from day one to the end of the                   

month.”  (Region controller, 2019-04-05) 

 

A lot of the administrative work was described to derive from, besides the company culture,               

their different systems. The controllers felt that they could not always trust the numbers from               

reports that the system generated, which lead to them spending more time figuring out why               

the numbers were wrong rather than understanding the outcome. Also, the system was             

described to be unintuitive, unreliable, and lack functions that would facilitate the controllers             

work processes. All of these reasons made the controllers spend too much time figuring out               

how to work around the systems. 

 

The interplay between the finance department and the business also seemed to constitute             

some challenges for the controllers to be able to add value to the company. When asked about                 

their relationships with the business, a major concern seemed to be the lack of interest and                

competence in finances by some in the business. This was said to cause the controllers to                

constantly have to chase after the business people to make them report their numbers. Also, a                

lot of questions coming from the business were of a lower level transactional nature, rather               

than business advice. Consequently, the controllers were unable to deliver the value that             
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would have been possible if the business was more open to it. One controller wanted the                

business to realize that the controller is moving towards a more strategic role, rather than               

answering questions such as their consultants’ billability. 

 

“Reminders, an awful lot of them. It feels like you are somewhat of a policeman.”               

(Unit controller, 2019-02-14) 

 

“You are somewhat of a report-machine.”  (Unit controller, 2019-04-03) 

 

Some controllers mentioned that a big issue hindering the interplay with the business was that               

the distribution of responsibility is too vague, causing uncertainty about who owns what,             

financially. While the financial responsibility ultimately lied on the business, it still happened             

that they were unaware of their finances, instead relying on the controller for all financial               

input. One controller had the opinion that responsibilities were not defined well enough,             

making accountability vague. Further, it was stated that in too many cases the controller has               

far better knowledge about revenues, budgeting, and forecasting than what the business has. 

 

“It is not defined how much, or what Finance should do. What does the business               

own? What does Finance own? As long as that is not clear, we will stumble over                

each other [...] if defined, it would facilitate business partnering to a larger             

extent.”  (Unit controller, 2019-04-05) 

 

The business was said to not always take their finances seriously enough. For instance, it was                

mentioned that they sometimes have outdated forecasts from half a year ago, not intending to               

update them. It happened that they chose not to update their numbers in the forecast in order                 

to minimize the time needed to be spent on it. Also, if they state lower expectations in their                  

forecasts there is a lesser risk of being seen as underperforming, which would lead to them                

having to take more actions. 

 

“[...] if you miss your forecast you get more questions than if you over-perform              

and look like a hero instead.”  (Unit controller, 2019-02-14) 
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The interviewees were asked about how the newly implemented business intelligence system            

that were supposed to relieve some of the administrative work was working out. The general               

response was that it worked fairly well but the business did not utilize the new functions to                 

the extent that they were intended to. One suggested reason was that they lack interest to                

learn the system. Also, at least in the beginning of the implementation, the system appeared               

unintuitive and difficult to work with, which constituted one of the major things that stole               

time from the controllers’ value-adding work. 
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5. ANALYSIS 

The chapter aims to analyze the empirical findings through the theoretical framework by             

connecting and relating to the previous literature on the topic. Section 5.1 begins by              

establishing how the perceived role of the controller at Netvisory relates to theory. After              

identifying the role, 5.2 analyzes the conditions for business partnering by utilizing the             

theoretical framework. 

5.1 Analysis of the controller role at Netvisory 

Role theory assumes that roles are created through, among other things, norms and             

expectations. Further, as established, literature suggests that the role of the controller today             

has moved to being more like a business partner than like a traditional bookkeeper. This has                

likely contributed in shaping the interviewees’ role expectations prior to being employed as a              

controller, since most of them expected to be more of a business partner than what they                

actually are. 

 

When faced with an organization where the norms of the controller role differs from the               

interviewees prior expectations, role conflicts arise. A common reason to why the            

interviewees applied for a controller role was to be more involved with the business,              

compared to what a traditional accountant would be working with. To some extent, a role               

conflict arises, as there are different expectations from different parties on what the controller              

is supposed to be. Expectations of contributing to the business gets contradicted by heavy              

duties to carry out transactional routine work. Sathe (1983) describes the controller as having              

two main responsibilities, which essentially are keeping track of the numbers, and adding             

value to the business. Keeping a feasible balance between these two seems to be an issue at                 

Netvisory. However, when the controllers were asked if they ever felt any ambiguity about              

their role, the general answer was no. Literature (Byrne & Pierce 2018) says that the wider                

business partner role can cause a sense of role ambiguity. Since the ambiguity is related to the                 

business partner-oriented controller, it is not surprising that the controllers at Netvisory do not              

feel any ambiguity because they are more similar to bean counters. 
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As interpreted from the interviews, the controllers felt that their role was to a large extent                

focused on the past, which is how Paulsson (2012) describes the old role of the controller as a                  

bean counter. Furthermore, the main objective for a bean counter-controller is to produce             

information. One controller describes sometimes feeling like a ‘report-machine’, which          

suggests that controllers at Netvisory generally still remain at the bean counter stage. This is               

in agreement with the report by Kaplan and Waelter (2017) which states that controllers still               

spend 70 to 80 percent of their time doing bean counting activities. A reason for this situation                 

at Netvisory seems to be that they do not have any accounting assistants or similar roles to do                  

these transactional tasks. Instead, they have many controllers with broader areas of            

responsibility who must perform a lot of basic tasks. When the controllers experienced             

demands of contributing value to the business on top of that, signs of role overload appear to                 

exist. This is because many controllers mentioned the lack of time in order to complete their                

routine work and still be a value-adding business partner, an issue also highlighted by              

Graham, Davey-Evans and Toon (2012). 

 

Paulsson (2012) and Järvenpää (2001) both discuss how soft skills have become more             

important than hard skills as the role development moves towards being more business             

oriented. Similarly, all controllers at Netvisory emphasize how communication skills and           

building relationships are much more important than deep accounting knowledge. The           

analytical and accounting knowledge is seen more as hygiene factors, while the soft skills are               

said to be the most important for succeeding in the role. For instance, one of the biggest                 

challenges for the controllers at Netvisory is said to be communicating clearly to ensure that               

people at all levels of financial knowledge can easily understand the information. They             

emphasized the need to be able to adjust to different types of personalities with different               

needs. Both of these statements are in line with what Granlund and Lukka (1997) and Weber                

(2011) describe as important characteristics for the controller as a business partner. From this              

perspective, the controller role seems to be somewhat in line with the business partner role. 

 

Further, Järvenpää (2001) and Henttu-Aho (2015) talk about the increased demand for            

understanding the business in order to strategically be able to assist the business. The              

controllers at Netvisory generally feel that they have enough knowledge about the business,             

but that their interactions with the business often are about basic issues rather than strategic               
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planning. They feel that the business should more often ask for business advice and not only                

transactional information. This illustrates another situation of a role conflict that arises due to              

the controllers expectations of being more of a business partner. However, the controllers             

described their work to include more ad hoc and strategic tasks as the career developed,               

similar to how Weber and Schäffer (2013) describe the progression from expert to manager,              

or bean counter to business partner. This was particularly notable as the controllers gained a               

managerial position. Something to consider however, is that the majority of the controllers’             

experience are at entry level, ranging mostly around just a few years. This might help explain                

why a large portion of the controllers’ experience doing a lot of basic transactional work and                

not being the desired business partner that literature describes. 

5.2 Analysis of the opportunities and challenges for business         

partnering at Netvisory 

As discussed in the previous section, the role of the controller at Netvisory seems to have                

more similarities with the traditional bean counter rolethan with the modern role as a business               

partner. This was especially true the less experience the controller had, but even the more               

senior controllers wanted to do more business partnering. Next, an in-depth analysis of the              

social context that the controllers operate in follows. Factors that contribute and primarily             

those factors hindering the extent to which controllers can participate in business partnering             

are examined. 

 

More advanced technology enables better systems that can facilitate the daily work of the              

controller, allowing more time for sophisticated work (Burns & Baldvinsdottir 2007; Graham,            

Davey‐Evans and Toon 2012). Attempts to update the systems to decrease transactional work             

for the controllers and encourage the business to engage in finance have been made at               

Netvisory. However, the amount of administrative work seems to have increased, for instance             

a controller said feeling like a ‘report-machine’. Also, the business has not increased their              

engagement in finance notably. Some controllers mean that the failure in engagement of the              

business stems from a combination of lack of interest and unintuitive systems. Hence, one              

contributing factor to the traditional bean counter impression of the role might be the failure               
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of keeping efficient systems. This causes the time spent on administrative work to increase,              

and it further amplifies the role overload.  

 

A decentralized finance function is supposed to promote a business partner role (Järvenpää             

2001) and larger companies tend to be more control-oriented (Byrne & Pierce 2007). At              

Netvisory the finance function appears to be rather centralized, as they are heavily controlled              

by their North American headquarters, including being regulated by SOX and having many             

standardized work procedures. As mentioned, Netvisory is a large multinational company,           

which strengthens the notion of Byrne and Pierce (2007). Hartmann and Maas (2011) find a               

correlation between tight budget control and the controller being seen as a policeman, and              

that a looser budget control enables a business partner role. As mentioned by a controller,               

Netvisory has tight budgets which, according to Hartmann and Maas (2011), would cause             

lack of business involvement. Furthermore, Granlund and Lukka (1997) highlight the           

importance of a culture that strives for continuous improvement, focusing on value-creation.            

However, the culture at Netvisory is described to be reactionary and backward-oriented            

which some controllers believe holds them back from developing into the business partner             

role that they desire to have. 

 

As established from the empirical findings, the interplay between finance and business            

constitute some challenges as well. Some of them are trust, accountability, and role issues.              

One of the root causes hindering the controllers from providing more value to the business is                

the role ambiguity that permeates the interplay between the finance and business departments.             

While the controllers themselves do not feel ambiguity in their role, they believe that the               

issue is rather that the business is uncertain of the controllers’ role. The interviewees report               

that different persons in the business have different expectations of the controllers, in line              

with what Byrne and Pierce (2007) discuss in their article. For instance, it is often the case                 

that some in the business only wants the controller to assist in basic transactional questions,               

while others see them as a strategic sounding board. Contrary to the findings of Henning and                

Moseley (1970), the communication between the controller and the business manager,           

regardless of their hierarchical position, did not seem to affect the authority level of the               

controller, as the organization in this regard appears to be relatively flat. 
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The controllers themselves believe that they can add more value to the business than what               

they are currently doing, which is in line with what Henttu-Aho (2015) found in her study,                

but because of low expectations from managers the possibility to do that is decreased. While               

Byrne and Pierce (2007) say that expectations vary among managers, they also mention that              

the expectations are generally more emphasized towards business partnering. One possible           

explanation to why the situation differs at Netvisory, compared to the findings of Byrne and               

Pierce (2007), could be that the role overload constrains the controllers from adding more              

value to the business. This causes the business to lower their expectations, causing a negative               

spiral in the organization. Several controllers mentioned the importance of establishing trust            

with the business, to make them believe that the controller is able to add value. Similarly,                

Baier (2014) claims that increased trust is needed to enable the controller to be more involved                

in decision-making and less in general support. From this perspective, the controllers should             

be able to add more value, since they generally perceived the business to trust them. 

 

Another big issue among the controllers at Netvisory is the lack of knowledge and interest in                

finance at the business department. Because of this, the controllers are unable to             

communicate at a higher level and provide more sophisticated analyses to them. According             

Henttu-Aho (2015), both controllers and business managers must leave their comfort zones to             

change their mindset and adapt to the new work situation. As established, the controllers at               

Netvisory seem to be ahead in the change of mindset, since they are more than willing to                 

adapt to the business, while the business are more reluctant to integrate further into finance.               

For instance, controllers at Netvisory report that the business sometimes lays off the whole              

budgeting and forecasting process on the controller, even though they have the ultimate             

responsibility. Despite the controllers not explicitly mentioning to experience any ambiguity           

in their role, this example suggests that there might exist some role ambiguities. Additionally,              

even though the new business intelligence system that was implemented at Netvisory allowed             

the business to, unlike before, be able to run the reports themselves, they still ask the                

controllers to do it for them. 

 

There also seems to be issues regarding the accountability. Questions such as “who owns              

what?” were frequent during the interviews. The business managers sometimes expect the            

controllers to take full responsibility of the budgeting and forecasting process, while the             
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controllers view themselves merely as financial support. These differing expectations create a            

role conflict for the controller. Henttu-Aho (2015) also claims that more transparent            

information in the communication between the business and the controllers will help in             

dealing with individual-level accountability issues. At Netvisory it is sometimes, as           

mentioned, the case that business managers understate their forecasts in order not to             

underperform. As a consequence of this, underperforming business units get concealed and            

the controller is unable to perform appropriate actions. This also creates a tension for the               

controller role, as described by Sathe (1983), where the controller on one hand has to be an                 

independent “policeman”, but also has to be active in management’s decision-making. 
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This is the last chapter of the study, which presents the findings and possible conclusions.               

Both the theoretical and practical contribution of the study will be discussed, together with              

suggested future research. 

6.1 Findings 

To reiterate, the research questions used to fulfill the purpose of the study were: 

● What does it mean to be a controller at Netvisory? 

● What are the opportunities and challenges for business partnering as a controller? 

 

The findings of this study show that for most controllers at Netvisory, their role was more                

similar to a bean counter than a business partner. Controllers at Netvisory perform a lot of                

administrative routine work and their interaction with the business consist mainly of lower             

level support questions. However, the controllers reported soft skills such as relationship            

building and communicative ability to be significantly more important than analytical skill, in             

line with what the controller role as a business partner is associated with. Also, at Netvisory                

the controller role seems to a large extent to be experience based. As the seniority of the                 

controller increases, the role seems to move away from a bean counter to include more               

elements of business partnering, similar to what previous research also has found. The lack of               

business partnering can be related to the structure of the finance department. A majority of               

the controllers at Netvisory have few years of experience as controllers. Also, by not having               

any separate positions solely focused on administrative tasks, the controllers have to perform             

low level tasks as well. 

 

Controllers at all levels of seniority, and their managers, all want the role to involve more                

business partnering. Some opportunities for business partnering were found at Netvisory,           

such as the frequent communication with the business and their managers claiming to strive              

towards business partnering. However, this study finds several factors hindering the potential            

for business partnering. Four major factors were found, contributing to role conflict, role             

ambiguity, and role overload. First, the technological development that is supposed to            
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facilitate the administrative work for the controllers is lagging behind. In fact, even though a               

new business intelligence system was implemented, the systems are still one of the biggest              

time consuming factors limiting the potential for business partnering. This is something that             

is contradictory to previous literature, where it is argued that technology should facilitate the              

development of a business partner role. Second, the fact that Netvisory has its roots in North                

America leads to a hierarchical organizational culture as well as increased regulations and             

standardized work processes from corporate. Third, the interplay between finance and           

business constitutes several challenges, mainly focused around the business’s lack of interest            

and knowledge in finance. This leads to communication at a lower level, revolving mostly              

around transactional and general supportive issues, rather than strategic value-adding          

advisory. For the controllers to be able to be more value adding business partners, the               

business needs to integrate more with finance. Fourth, accountability issues regarding           

whether the business or finance department is responsible for the financials of the business              

units were perceived to exist. This causes ambiguity regarding the role of the controller and               

hinders their abilities to provide value. 

 

The theoretical contribution from this study adds to the previous knowledge about what it              

means to be a controller at a company in the IT industry of today and what opportunities and                  

challenges there are for business partnering as a controller. The practical contribution of the              

study allows organizations, especially in the IT or consultancy industry where similar issues             

likely occur, to realize the importance of what factors that have to be fulfilled in order for the                  

controller to become a business partner that companies of today desire. This could help              

companies to stay at par with today’s increasingly competitive business environment. 

6.2 Discussion and suggested future research 

While this study has identified what it means to be a controller and their opportunities and                

challenges at one company, it would be interesting for future studies to examine other              

companies in the same industry with a somewhat similar research approach. This would             

enable the possibility to find similarities and differences between situations at different            

companies and help distinguish key factors that affect the role of the controller. Another idea               

in the future would be to make a meta-analysis or a cross-sectional study on the topic in order                  
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to gain a better overview picture and to be able to distinguish differences related to industry                

or company in another way. Due to the time limitations of this study, the authors could not get                  

as deep of an understanding as would have been desirable. Therefore, with more studies on               

the topic of controllers as business partners, a deeper understanding of the role and its               

development could be gained. This would benefit both academics in their research and             

practitioners as they could get more insights into how to tackle issues hindering efficiency to               

improve their business.  
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APPENDIX 1: Interview guide 

General information 

● Before every interview, the interviewee will be informed about the study’s purpose            

and how the empirical material is considered to be handled. 

● The interviewee will be informed that the interview will be recorded, and asked if that               

is okay. 

● The interviewee will have the possibility to choose to be anonymous if prefered. 

● The researchers will inform the interviewee that he or she has the right to cancel the                

interview at any time. 

 

1. Tell us briefly about yourself; 

a. What unit do you work at? 

b. How long have you been in the company? 

c. Any prior rolls in the company? 

 

2. What was your expectations on the controller role before being employed? 

a. How do you think it actually is to work as a controller in comparison to your                

expectations? 

 

3. Could you please describe your daily work, what do you do? 

a. How has your role changed since you started working as a controller? 

 

4. What do you consider to be the biggest challenges in your work, and why? 

a. What do you consider to be the most important qualities to succeed in your              

role? 

 

5. How does the time distribution look between your tasks? 

a. What is it due to? 

b. What would you prefer to spend more time on if you had the possibility to               

choose? 
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6. Almost all jobs come with various problems and difficulties that make it hard to              

perform their work “perfectly”, what problems or difficulties would you say you            

encounter in your work? 

 

7. As a controller, you work closely to different people in the business, could you tell us                

about your work relation with them? 

a. Who is usually the one to make contact? 

b. When you are in touch with the business, what is it often about? 

c. Do you experience any challenges working with the business? Please give an            

example. 

 

8. What do you think the business expects of you as a controller? 

 

9. What do you think your superiors (in the finance department) expects of you as a               

controller? 

 

10. As we have understood it, a controller must do a lot of different tasks, e.g. be a coach                  

to the business, manage the financial statements, create added value to the company,             

and participate in eventual projects, how does it feel to have so many different areas               

that have to be covered? 

a. Do you feel that your work is extra demanding during any particular period? If              

so, could you please describe? 

b. Does it occur that you have to choose which parties’ interest to prioritize? 

c. How does this affect how you perceive your role as a controller?  

 

11. Do you believe that there is room to create your own role? Please describe. 

 

12. A new BI-system has recently been implemented. 

a. How do you think it works? 

b. How has it affected your work processes and workload? 
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